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LTHOUGH it was a wrench when Sir Kenneth Murchison,
who has been the President of the Francis Bacon Society for
many years, found that in the present state of his health-he
could not assume the responsibility any longer, the election of Mr.
Sydney Woodward as his successor unanimously acclaimed at the
Annual General Meeting of the Society, held at the Grosvenor Hotel,
Victoria, on June 22nd last, will be of interest to all Baconians, quite
apart from any hereditary claim if such a term may be used. His
father, Frank Woodward, was a leading Baconian until his death in
1937, and stood in the foremost rank of cypherists in his day, whilst
his uncle Parker Woodward, was a noted scholar.and historian of the
Elizabethan period and of Francis Bacon in particular. Our new
President, who was educated at Rugby and in France, was bom in
Nottingham, and entered the family's lace manufacturing business in
that city, and is Chairman of the Woodward firm, although he has
largely retired from active direction.
Mr. Sydney Woodward was therefore, one might allege, steeped
in Baconian ethics from his early youth, and ever since he attained
manhood's prime has been a stalwart of the Society. He may term it
a 'hobby,' but to be an active member of the Society, entails a lot of
time and trouble in what is always necessarily an uphill fight in the
cause of readjusting a national wrong. He also gives a great deal of
his time to another of his so-called “hobbies” as Hon. Librarian of
the Wright Fleming Institute of St. Mary’s Hospital, quite an onerous
task. Those of us who may claim the honour af friendship with him,
know him as a man of the utmost sincerity and reliability; one who
never spares himself for the good of the Cause, possessing also the
rare gift of enthusiasm and, moreover, a great sense of humour.
Withal, he can be firm and outspoken, and brings a business mind
to bear on the Society’s affairs.
Our President’s father, Mr. Frank Woodward, to whom he
referred in his address upon his election, reported elsewhere in this
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Summer Number, was a leading Cypherist as mentioned, and wrote
his most fascinating and, to most persons, convincing work, Francis
Bacon's Cipher Signatures. In the Introduction he puts his viewpoint
succinctly thus: "it seemed to me that nothing would alter the exist¬
ing belief that the Stratford player himself wrote the plays attributed
to him, but proof that someone else did; only an indisputable Cipher
or the actual discovery of the manuscripts of the plays could, in my
opinion ever settle the question' Frank Woodward's own discovery
was the Numerical Cipher as a signature used by Bacon throughout
many of his works to indicate his authorship, or of the Rosicrucian
Fellowship which he founded, this numerical signature being 157 by
Simple Cipher, or 287 by what is known as the ‘Kay’ Cipher and
which appears in his own works and those of Shakespeare. The Simple
Count which makes the letters B=2 A=i C=3 0=14 N=i3, total
33 represents Bacon, and 157 frequently cropping up, notably in the
letters of the frontispiece of the Folio of 1623, renders "Fra. Rosi
Crosse.” The Scroll on the Westminster Monument also contains
the same number, both illustrations appearing among a host of others
in the work referred to, as also the ‘Kay’ number 287. To most
open-minded folk they offer convincing evidence. We mention this
as a matter of topical interest to our readers, because recently a
number of printed contents of this now rare work of Mr. Frank Wood¬
ward was discovered unbound in a cellar, which we understand our
new President will generously present to the Society. It appears a
section is missing, which will need to be replaced, and of course a
new cover will have to be provided. The matter is in the hands of
our Hon. Secretary, Mr. Valentine Smith.
Mention of Mr. Frank Woodward's Francis Bacon’s Cipher
Signatures possesses another topical interest at this moment, in
relation to the article in this issue on Gustavus Selenus and Francis
Bacon by M. Pierre Henrion, of Versailles, because this mysterious
'' Cryptographiae, ’ ’ gives to the world in tabulated form the Simple
Cipher in its 24 letters (i and u, v and w being united) and their
use explained, which first gave the clue to Frank Woodward. M.
Henrion's article should be found of great value to the thinking world,
although it was believed many years ago that Francis Bacon was
concealed behind Gustavus Selenus, evidently a nom deplume writes
Frank Woodward, who reproduces a facsimile of the page in the
"Cryptographiae” in his work referred to. M. Henrion's contention
in short is that the portrait which purports to be of Prince Augustus,
Duke of Brunswick and Luneburg, is actually a composite work rep¬
resenting in the right half the features of the Duke, and in the left
Francis Bacon. In the illustration we publirh with M. Henrion’s
article, a white line has been engraved dividing the features where
they appear to differ, so that our readers may draw their own con¬
clusions. The subject was submitted to two of our members, known
as authorities on this aspect of disguise namely, Mr. John Clennell,
himself an artist, and Mr. Edward Johnson. The former reports—
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“The face lacks symmetry, but it should be noticed, however that a
balanced face is rare. In this portrait there appears difference in the
size of the eyes, the outer angle of the eyebrow—the Bacon side is
flatter than that of the Duke, but what is most striking is the lower
lip, for here the artist had difficulties in joining the thin, ascetic lips
of Bacon with the fatter type, which we would expect to see in the
Duke’s type of face. He compromised and so produced a distortion”
Mr. Johnson, after saying that M. Henrion has made a most
interesting and valuable discovery states—"The eye of the Duke is
very much larger than the eye of Bacon. The curved top of the lefthand sleeve is double the size of the curved top of the right-hand one.
The upper half of the left-hand sleeve is divided from the bottom half
by two rows of braid, and the pattern of the bottom half is quite differ¬
ent from that of the top half. The whole of the right-hand sleeve has
the same pattern as that on the bottom half of the left-hand sleeve,
which shows that the right-hand sleeve is really the back of the lefthand sleeve, as in the Droeshout picture. ” Mr. Johnson also compares
the part features of the supposed Bacon with the portrait from the
Sylva Sylvarum of 1626, saying that the only difference is that the
Gustavus Selenus face is considerably older. We reproduce for
comparison the Sylva Sylvarum portrait, but it should be said that
the latter in the print in question has had lines deleted which lessen
the age appearance. In Mr. R. W. Gibson’s Bacon Biography—a.
most valuable new compendium reviewed elsewhere in this number—
is given a facsimile of this same portrait with the lines of the original
and it offers an almost exact parallel. Yet the portait we do reproduce
also with a dividing white- line, will suffice for the comparison to
be made.
Mr. Johnson also draws attention to the striking title-page of
Gustavus Selenus’ Cryptographiae, also reproduced with M. Henrion’s
article. He contends, as does M. Henrion, that the aristocratic
personage in the design at the bottom, is the Duke of Brunswick,
holding over the head of Bacon sitting, a cap or crown. "Attached
to Bacon’s girdle is a cord held by the Duke”, he says, "the implica¬
tion apparently being that Bacon wrote the book and the Duke was
responsible for its publication” i.e., the two were linked together
in that work. (M. Henrion questions the cord or girdle). Mr. John¬
son also draws attention to the sitting figure writing on a folio sheet,
that the room has barred windows to indicate that the Book is being
written in secret, and the open door shows that it will ultimately be
given to the world. The remaining designs appear to bear on the
despatch of this work, for the left design suggests, that the Duke is
handing a package to a soldier, standing bare-headed, as he is about to
take the work; the right-hand shows the same soldier galloping along
with a case on the back of his horse, blowing a trumpet as he
approaches a port; the upper design is of a boat’s crew setting off
from the port with the precious work. In fact it may be inferred that,
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the intention of the title-page is to illustrate the completion of the
work and its despatch to the printer, whereby the Duke is capping
the author in congratulation. Mr. Johnson remarks—Cryptomenylices is a most wonderful book containing full descriptions of every
kind of cipher. It contains 493 pages, and must have been very
expensive to produce, and there must have been a reason for its pub¬
lication.” Yet another question arises: was it really published in
1624 or sometime after 1626, when the mysterious death of Lord St.
Alban supposedly took place ? In the previous years from 1621 he was
not known to have left England.
Bearing on the latter problem of the actual date of Bacon’s death,
it may be mentioned that Mrs. S. C. Stuart, an overseas member of the
Francis Bacon Society, at the Annual General Meeting in June last,
showed great interest in the subject raised by three articles in our last
issue, as to the question of obtaining permission to re-open the vault
where the remains of Francis Bacon were supposed to have been
laid, which it was alleged was found empty when opened. Mrs.
Stuart, who first met Mrs. Prescott in St. Michael’s Church, St.
Albans, has generously offered to defray all expenses if such permission
can be obtained. Steps will be taken, we understand, to this end.
Mrs. Stuart recalled that some ten years ago she made a like offer but
nothing tangible resulted. Such determination and generosity deserve
to be rewarded if no more. The President, Mr. Woodward, duly
thanked her.
The Council of the Francis Bacon Society, at their last meeting
elected Mrs. Kate Prescott, of Franklin, Mass., a Vice-President, in
consideration of her long membership and close association with the
Society. It is the greatest compliment the Society can pay to any of
its members, and it is honoured to be able to number this distinguished
lady as a Vice-President, and who in fact, is the first American to be
so elected. It should be mentioned that copies of her Reminiscences
of a Baconian, for which we have received several orders, are expected
to reach us before long. There was a slight hitch because the price of
this work, S3.50, made it almost prohibitive in cost owing to the fall
in the £ sterling, but owing to the kindness of the authoress and at
some personal sacrifice, she is making, we understand, fifty copies
available at 12s. 6d., plus postage, 13s. Owing to heavy demands on
our space in this number it has been found impossible to give further
extracts from her book as was hoped from her racy accounts. How¬
ever, one of her many reminiscences may be quoted, as one or two of
our members have asked what connection, if any, Francis Bacon had
with Chepstow Castle, near where he was supposed to have concealed
the manuscripts of all his works, including the Shakespeare Plays
and where Dr. Orville Owen was making a search in the river Wye, at
the time when the late Dr. and Mrs. Prescott were visiting it—a
search never completed. Mrs. Prescott gives the explanation needed
in her book—
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‘' We had often speculated as to what had brought Bacon to
this part of the country, although if the Pembrokes owned the
castle at the time, and if Bacon was the son of Elizabeth and
Leicester, then the owner was his cousin.
“One morning after our arrival at the Beaufort Arms, our
chambermaid brought us a little book on Tintem and the
famous Abbey . . Dr. Prescott began looking through it
casually, not expecting to find anything we did not already
know. On the very last page he found a copy of a Grant, signed
by James King permitting Francis Bacon to cut wood in Dean
Forest for his ‘wire works at Tintem’!”
What did Bacon want with 'Wire Works’ ? The word ‘wire’ is
perhaps capable of expansion. According to Dr. Owen he had secreted
his precious manuscripts in the river Wye in a specially made iron
chest. It is a great pity that financial reasons mainly caused the
search to be called off when far from completion.
The search for the original manuscripts intrigues the world con¬
tinuously and innumerable places are suggested. This complete dis¬
appearance of every vestige of Bacon’s own works, those of his friends
and helpers like Ben Jonson, and all of the Shakespeare Plays, consti¬
tutes one of the many mysteries of the great genius and cannot be cast
aside with a shrug of the shoulders, for Bacon was exceedingly careful
about such matters, and it is unquestionable, as Dr. Rawley himself
has told the world, but that they were carefully preserved. It is open
to serious doubt whether the Rosicrucians were in possession of the
hiding-place or places, although it is as certain as most things that
they were entrusted with the secrets of his birth, and the reason why
after his death—“until some time be passed” to use his own words,
the facts about himself should then be given to the world, previously
concealed for what we believe were related to the Stuart Dynasty. A
number of Americans think the manuscripts were taken to Virginia,
and in 1939, Mrs. Maria Bauer, a very convinced Baconian, devoted
her time and money in order to open a vault in Bruton Churchyard,
Williamsburg, Va. It had a strange sequel.
Mrs. Bauer, who has written a book entitled The Birth of a New
Age, and two brochures. Foundations Unearthed, and Francis Bacon's
Great Virginia Vault, all very clearly and modestly expressed on this
quest, was apparently first drawn to her investigation by a book
dated 1635, written by “George Withers,” containing a collection of
over 200 emblems ancient and modem, and cryptic poems, some being
of an historical character, bringing in Elizabeth, Shakespeare, Robert
Devereux, etc. She eventually learnt that, “under the first brick
church in Bruton Parish, Williamsburg, Virginia, lies Francis Bacon's
Vault.” The decoding of an inscription in Bruton Churchyard led
her to the conclusion it was the grave of Nathaniel Bacon, who lived
at Bruton and raised a rebellion at Williamsburg, an historical fact.
She claimed that this man’s name was originally Blount, the son of
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Henry Blount in England, a relation of the Bacon Family who was
entrusted to take the Bacon records to America in about 1635, where
they were first buried at Jamestown, Virginia. Blount adopted the
name of Nathaniel Bacon, and in 1674, took them to Williamsburg and
buried them—"under the foundation of the first brick church in
Bruton Parish.” Mrs. Bauer does not make it clear, but rather
suggests that she obtained her first clue through George Withers'
Emblematical work. At all events she obtained permission to ex¬
cavate, and by the acquisition of information, which would take too
long to explain, actually found the foundations of the original church
hitherto disputed and began to open up the vault. Just as she
reached this point, the owner of the property who, she alleged, had
hitherto given her permission, albiet unwillingly, to dig, suddenly
withdrew it and forbade any further work. These owners are the
Rockefeller Restoration who have lavished large sums on Williams¬
burg. "Rockefeller interests" she alleges in Foundations Restored,
"have restored Stratford-on-Avon. In some mysterious manner they
have bought up the whole town of Williamsburg. ’ ’ That is the story
in brief form and from 1939 when she was suddenly checked, appar¬
ently the ban still continues. If any of our American members can
put us in touch with Mrs. Bauer we should be greatly obliged. We
should like to learn also why Blount became Nathaniel Bacon. And
what is the position of the Rockefeller oil millions towards the
Shakespearean case?
Although not desirous of devoting too much space to this in¬
triguing subject of the lost Bacon manuscripts, we must remind our
members of the occasion in 193S when the Society obtained permis¬
sion from the Dean of Westminster to open the tomb of Spenser in
Westminster Abbey, because some of our then members believed that
the manuscripts should be found concealed in it. The result was utter
failure, because the tomb opened transpired to be that of Matthew
Prior.
On the occasion of the Royal visit to Stratford-on-Avon on April
24th last, we are said to have protested, as the French journal Aux
Ecoutes described it as "disgraceful” (honleux), and as being "thor¬
oughly scandalised’’ that the King and Queen were induced to assoc¬
iate themselves with the false claims made on behalf of a small and
uneducated man, a petty usurer, a minor actor, who by "a colossal
historical error has been confounded with the greatest writer of all
time.’ ’ This criticism went on to say in another journal that in 1938
the Bacon Society obtained permission to open the tomb of Spenser
in Westminster Abbey because ‘ ‘the greatest poets of the age' ’,
reported L‘Impartial "had concealed their manuscripts in it.” To¬
day the Society knew exactly which was Spenser’s tomb and would
press to have it opened. From whence the foreign press obtained this
information remains an enigma, but it is interesting to record that
not only two French journals but others in Holland, in Gothenburg,
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Sweden, in Germany, India, and across the Atlantic gave considerable
reports to the subject. It reveals, if anything can do, the interest
taken in the world at large in the Bacon-Shakespeare question of the
dramatic personality of Francis Bacon. For the rest, any interview
could have been only reported as the personal opinion of someone
speaking in a private capacity.
What is the matter with the Birmingham Mail? A Mr. Aimwell
Thomas, writing from the University Guild Club on April 25 last, got
a letter published in that widely read journal in which he claimed
that Shaksper of Stratford had been educated “at the famous and
richly endowed King’s School of Stratford-on-Avon,” and that he
had been “in his younger years a schoolmaster in the country.”
As for his father, he was, in fact “a glover and whittawer, dealing
with all grades of leather, as well as wool, timber and grain.” He
added that, "he was a man of wealth and substance who retained
valuable properties until his death.” Even Sir Sidney Lee, his
biographer, who built up his hero’s career with pure assumptions
and invented inferences would have boggled at these glaring fictions!
Mr. Edward Johnson, known to all our readers, a resident of Birm¬
ingham, and an invaluable watch-dog of the local press, wrote to Mr.
Aimwell Thomas and asked for his authority for these statements.
He said “There is no evidence that Shakespeare’s father left a penny
piece when he died, and it is generally considered that Shakespeare
was taken away from school at a very early age in order to assist his
father in his business. There is not a particle of evidence anywhere
that Shakespeare received any education either at the local grammar
school or elsewhere, and these two statements unless supported by
evidence are of no more value than those of Aubrey and Beeston.”
We gather that Mr. Aimwell Thomas has since sought refuge in silence.
He may have realised he betrayed his first name and did not ‘aimwell’ . But the Birmingham Mail which we have tried to elevate to
appreciate the utter fallacies of Will Shaksper’s adherents, should
have known better than to publish such inexcusable nonsense. Let
us inform that paper that very few residents in Stratford are believers
in the myth that the un-educated corn-chandler who could not
apparently even sign his name was the true Shakespeare. True, as the
saying goes, no man is a prophet in his own country, but it appears
to apply to the ordinary resident who has no financial stake in the
tourist business of the false Shakespeare.
Demands on our space forbid any further references to the behindthe-times British Press on this question of Bacon-Shakespeare in
this issue, but I venture to give a hint to the following effect: the
French people, who are far more alert in such problems than we seem
to be, are showing in various ways a new and vivid interest in the
subject. No more can be said at this moment but the recognition of
Bacon, in his true capacity, may hail from Paris with far-reaching
results. Wait and see!
Editor

THE SOCIETY AND ITS POLICY
The following address was given by
Mr. SYDNEY WOODWARD
on the occasion of his election as President
at the Annual General Meeting on June 22,
1950
adies and Gentlemen,
I must thank you very much indeed, as I have told you
earlier for the honour you have paid me. We are extremely
sorry that Sir Kenneth Murchison found it impossible to carry on.
A year ago he wished to resign but we persuaded him to continue for
another year. Now he really feels his health is not good enough. I
am very pleased to tell you he has agreed to come to our meetings
whenever he can to give us the benefit of his advice and experience.
As far as I am concerned, personally, I want to make it quite clear
that I regard my election to the Chair entirely a tribute to my late
Father, and my Uncle Parker Woodward, at whose feet I sat and had
the privilege while they lived of listening to Sunday afternoon talks,
and meeting many of the great Baconians of the past. I am also able
to tell you one or two things which are unknown to any except the
oldest members amongst us. Iam fully aware how it was we came to
lose that wonderful Library bequeathed to the London University,
which was collected by the great philanthropist, Sir Edwin DumingLawrence. I remember why it was the Society nearly collapsed after
his death, when you could count our members on the fingers of your
two hands, and when our bank balance I believe was below £5. That
was entirely due to internal dissension. One or two old members in
the past were more interested in scoring a debating point, or to put it
in modem language “pulling a fast one” over another member.
That is one of the things I do not want to see happen again. I am
perfectly convinced in my own mind that at all costs we must avoid
these internal disputes, and I am going to do everything that lies in
my power, as long as I am in the Chair, to stop any member or group
of members, from sabotaging the work of past or present Baconians.
I will not permit any fifth column in our midst. He that is not with
us is against us.
I am not going to use the old argument—Heredity versus Environ¬
ment—but I think the way we have been brought up does affect our
judgement considerably. If two persons looking at the same picture
get a totally different idea regarding it, it does not follow that one or
other of them must be wrong or a fool.
Parker Woodward was the elder brother, he was a lawyer and a
classical scholar taking a great interest in the literary side of the
Controversy. Frank Woodward was a lace manufacturer trained to
observe minute differences in shape and form, and so concentrating
on the cypher theory. For twenty-five years those two brothers worked.
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together each along his own line taking the other’s word for granted.
But what I want to assure you is that, over and over again, not once
but a dozen times, have I heard one of them say—'' Do you remember
what you told me some years ago about so and so?
You were
right and here is my proof”—and he would show it.
This brings me to the Bi-Literal Cypher. I am prepared to tell
you Ladies and Gentlemen, that my Father worked for years and years
on the Gallup Cypher, and he could elucidate it—as he said himself—
within 85 per cent, correct but never closer, because he said he started
it too late in life. Therefore, he asked Mrs. Gallup to come over from
America and help him to prove it by finding a story in some work
never before attempted.
Mrs. Gallup came and stayed with him.
I am afraid it was rather pathetic to see an old lady groping about
with a powerful magnifying glass trying patiently to read letters too
small for her to identify, and after three months Mrs. Gallup said—
“I am sorry I cannot do this work any longer, I am too old.” And
she returned to America. I am certain Mrs. Gallup was one of the
straightest and a thoroughly honest woman. I do not believe she
would say or write one single word if she did not believe it to be the
truth, and nothing but the truth. And when anybody who has been a
member of this Society for only a comparatively short time, dares to
get up and suggests that the whole problem should be solved once and
for all by employing one or two Foreign Office Cryptographers for a
couple of months, I know perfectly well he is talking absolute nonsense.
I want to conclude by saying that, except for one or two members,
we know the objects of the Society, and we all work along our own
lines as far as possible. We have to realise whatever work we do, it
will unquestionably be opposed by the Press and by the literary' world,
and perhaps they cannot be blamed. Journalists with the best of
intentions to keep their ideals must support orthodoxy. How can a
man be expected to write something which might lose him his job?
It is quite possible some of us may think the work of certain others in
the Society a bit far-fetched. It may be—but still why fight it?
Sooner or later either it will be proved or die a natural death. I have
no use for anybody who simply makes a bee line to damp everything
following a purely destructive policy for they only succeed either
in annoying our existing members or jeopardizing the work of the

SIR TOBIE MATTHEW, KNIGHT
Francis Bacon's "alter ego"
By R. J. A. Bunnf.tt, F.S.A.

M

Part II

ATTHEW had met in France, George Villiers, afterwards Duke
of Buckingham, with whom he formed a strong friendship,
and by the latter’s influence the king at last consented to his
return; it appears also that his mother ' ‘joyned’' in intercession for
him. Spedding says: "as a mediator both with Villiers, the Arch¬
bishop and the King, Bacon could be of great use . . and it is plain
that Matthew attributed the success of the mediation ... in a great
part to Bacon’s zeal and judgment.” It all seemed to turn on taking
the oath of allegiance, for, though inexorably faithful to his new
religion, Tobie appears to have remained perfectly loyal to England.
At any rate in July 1616 leave was obtained, and subject to some
conditions of restraint, he arrived home. Bacon probably had under¬
taken to be answerable for his conduct, for his friend stayed with him
as his guest. George Gerrard, writing to Carleton, July 22nd, 1617,
says:—"Toby Matthew is received with great grace by the Lord
Keeper, and resides a kind of prisoner with him, until the return of
the King."
John Chamberlain remarked:—"Perhaps he presumes upon my
Lord Keeper’s favour, which indeed is very great now at first, if it
continues for he lodgeth him in York House, and carries him, the
next week, along with him to Gorhambury, by St. Alban’s.’ ’ Writing
again three weeks later, Chamberlain reports him still at Gorhambury,
"being so exceedingly favoured and respected by that Lord, that it is
thought 'aliquid minium’ (somewhat excessive) that a man of his
place should give countenance to one so affected. And some stick not
to say that former private familiarity should give place to public
respects.” Clearly Bacon was no fair-weather friend; he did not
share the narrow-minded scruples, or perhaps the timidity of Carleton,
Chamberlain, Winwood and other intimates.
By October, Tobie had returned to London, and was observed to
pay nightly visits to the Spanish Ambassador, Gondomar, the pur¬
port of which may have been the projected Spanish marriage. Accord¬
ing to Anthony a Wood, he was generally regarded as a person of wit
and polite behaviour, remarkable for his knowledge of the courts and
politics of foreign nations. Matthew’s familiarity with foreign
tongues was employed at this time in the composition of a dedicatory
preface addressed to Cosmo de Medici to an Italian translation of
Bacon’s Essays, and ‘ ‘ Wisdom of the Ancients," in which , after some
account of the author’s career and position, and a description of his
intellectual powers, Tobie goes on to say that "praise is not confined
to the qualities of his intellect, but applies as well to those which are
matters of the heart, the will, and moral virtue; being a man both
sweet in his ways and conversation, grave in his judgments, invariable
127
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in his fortunes, splendid in his expenses, a friend, unalterable to his
friends; an enemy to no man; a most indefatigable servant to the
King, and a most earnest lover of the Public; having all the thoughts
of that large heart of his set upon adorning the age in which he lives,
and benefiting, as far as possible, the whole human race.”
It is interesting to note that in the second edition of this transla¬
tion (1619), we find the Essay, "On Seditions and Troubles," which
did not appear in English until the complete edition of the Essays
was published six years later. It is suggested besides that Matthew
was the inspiration of the Essay "On Friendship." Though coldly
phrased these final thoughts are the expression of a love that had lasted
through life and endured the deepest changes of fortune on both sides.
“No receipt openeth the heart but a true friend, to whom you may
impart griefs, joys, fears, hopes, suspicions, counsels and whatsoever
lieth upon the heart to oppress it . . . .”
Tobie was not allowed to remain in London: the King, greatly
annoyed at his continuous refusal to take the oath, ordered him to
go into his father's custody at York. His Mother had not wholly
abandoned hope of her son’s return to Protestantism, and was greatly
perturbed by rumours of a second banishment, which was actually
ordered on the 17th December. Though amongst his old friends
Matthew had succeeded in making many converts, there is no record
of any efforts towards the conversion of Bacon—the man who spoke
of him as his “other self”. Compelled to leave England, he set out
for Flanders, where he interested himself in the exiled religious orders,
and from Brussels wrote to Bacon on Spanish affairs. And from the
same city (4th April 1619) he relates in a letter to Bacon that Mr.
Richard White (6) is now gone into England. “He tells me that
Galileo had answered your discourse concerning the flux and reflux
of the sea, and was sending it unto me; but that Mr. White hindered
him, because his answer was grounded upon a false supposition,
namely, that there was, in the ocean, a full sea, but once in 24 hours.’'
From letters to Lord Doncaster(O) with whom he maintained a
vigorous correspondence, may be gathered Matthew’s anxiety to return
home, and also his project of the attempted union of the Courts of
England and Spain by the marriage of Prince Charles to the Infanta,
Donna Maria. In a letter written from Brussels, 14th Feb. 1619,
Tobie expresses his devotion and friendship to Bacon in the following
terms:—' 'Most honoured lord, I am here at good leisure to look back
upon your lordship’s great and noble goodness towards me, which
may go for a great example in this age; and so it doth. That which I
(5) He was a priest and had been Rector of the English College at Lisbon:
in 1650 he returned to England and devoted himself to scientific pursuit and to
literature. He was an intimate friend of Sir Kenelm Digby, Descartes, and
Tobie Matthew.
(01 James Hay came to England with James I. Created Baron Hay in
1606, and Lord Hay of Lawley nine years later. Was many times employed in
foreign political missions from 1616—1624, when he became Ambassador at
Paris. Created Viscount Doncaster in 1618, and Earl of Carlise 1622. Hedied
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am sure of, is, that my poor heart, such as it is, doth not only beat,
but even boil, in the desires it hath to do your lordship all humble
service.”
The year 1621 was one of the most memorable in Tobie Matthew’s
eventful life. It opened with the sorrowful event of the impeachment
of Bacon, but terminated with the long sought permission for him to
return unconditionally to England. Bacon’s misfortune rather
cemented than caused any diminution in their friendship. What
Tobie wrote to his friend on hearing of the impeachment, and the
issue of it, is unknown, but we may infer its tenor from the reply. He
was still abroad, waiting impatiently for leave to return to England,
which Digby was endeavouring to obtain for him. The following
extract is from Matthew’s 'Collection,' and is entitled:—“A letter of
Sir Francis Bacon to a servant of his (Toby Matthew) in expression of
great acknowledgement and kindness.’' '‘Sir, I have been too long a
debtor to you, for a letter, and especially for such a letter, the words
whereof were delivered by your hand, as if it had been in old gold.
For it was not possible for entire affection to be more generously and
effectually expressed. I can but return thanks to you; or rather
indeed, such an answer as may better be of thoughts than words. I
hope God hath ordained me some small time, whereby I may redeem
the loss of much. Your company was ever of contentment to me, and
your absence of grief. I beseech you therefore make haste hither,
where you shall meet with as good a welcome, as your own heart can
wish.”
Another letter from Bacon to Matthew, signed, "Fr. St. Alban' ’,
and dated from Gorhambury, 28th February, 1621, expresses the
writer’s intention to offer to my Lord Marquis (Buckingham) “My
house and lands here at Gorhambury, a thing, which, as it is the best
means I have now left to demonstrate my affection to his Lordship,
so I hope it will be acceptable to him,” and that he proposed to place
the transfer in the hands of "My Lord Ambassador,” (Gondomar)
* ‘I, that am a man of books,' ’ Bacon wrote, ‘ ‘have observed his Lordship to have the magnanimity of his own nation, and the cordiality
of ours; and by this time I think he has the wit of both.' ’
In Bacon’s so-called 'Confession' two items concern Tobie
Matthew.
(7) " In the cause between Holman and Yong, he received of Yong an
hundred pounds after the decree made for him.
I confess and declare that, as I remember, a good while after
the cause ended, I received an hundred pounds, either by Mr.
Tobye Matthew, or from Yong himself.
(14) He received of Sir Ralph Hansby, having a cause depending
before him £500.
. . . the said five hundred pounds was delivered by Mr. Tobye
Matthew; so I cannot deny, but it was upon the matter pendente
lite.”
During the year 1621 when Bacon’s misfortunes were a heavy weight
upon his mind, and whilst he still alternated between hopes and fears
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relative to his return home, Matthew was negotiating with Rubens
for pictures on behalf of the Prince of Wales’ agent, Carleton. In
1629 the painter came to England, and was knighted by King Charles
and commissioned to decorate the Whitehall banqueting-room.
On December 28th, 1621, the exile once more set foot on the land
which he loved so ardently; Digby, now Earl of Bristol, having per¬
suaded King James to issue his royal licence to him to return un¬
conditionally. Self-interest doubtless was a special factor in his
majesty’s move—Tobie’s help was required in the Spanish royal
match. Both he and his friend, George Gage, were able linguists, and
conversant with both the Roman and the Spanish Courts. It seems
strange to think that the king permitted also, even invited a theo¬
logical disputation between Dr. White and the ‘recusant’ Tobie
Matthew in his presence.(?) This was probably through the interven¬
tion of Buckingham's mother who had become a Catholic, and James
even tried to bring about a reconciliation between the Archbishop of
York and his son. Negotiations were in progress for the marriage of
Prince Charles to the Spanish Infanta, and in May 1623 Tobie started
for Madrid, and the tidings of Charles's arrival in Spain, most demon¬
stratively greeted in that country, were met in England with strong
expressions of disapproval. Among those who remonstrated with the
monarch was the Archbishop of York.
Matthew appears to have scented danger: he wrote to the Duke of
Buckingham exhorting him to return home without delay; the King,
however, turned a deaf ear to all protestations. A letter, which Tobie
took with him from Bacon to Buckingham, in which the writer asks
that he might be taken back into favour and allowed to return to
public life, describes Matthew as "a gentleman, so much your Lord¬
ship’s servant, and to me, another myself.” His 'alter ego’ as the
philosopher often described his friend. Bacon also wrote to Lord
Bristol, the English Ambassador to Spain, and to Sir Francis Cottington in high terms of Tobie, and he also addressed to'' Mr. Matthew
into Spain” a highly important letter—"It is true,” Bacon wrote,
"My labours are mostly set to have those works, which I formerly
published, as that of Advancement of Learning, that of Henry VIII,
that of the Essays, being retractate, and made more perfect, well
translated into Latin, by the help of some good pens, which forsake
me not, for these modern languages will, at one time or another, play
the bankrupt with books; and since I have lost much time with this
age, I would be glad, as God shall give me leave, to recover it with
posterity.” It may be noted that Bacon only left the opening para¬
graph of a "History of Henry VIII,” and it is certainly significant
that 1623 was also the year of the First Folio, where the play of
Henry VIII first appeared in print.
In a further letter Bacon wrote to his friend:—"I commend
myself to you, hoping that you will do what in you lieth, to prepare
the Prince and Duke, to think of me upon their return.” On 26th
(?) Francis White. Dean of Carlisle. Bishop of Norwich, 1628 and of Ely,
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June Prince Charles added to a letter written by Buckingham to the
King the following postscript:—‘' In the midst of our serious business,
littell prittie Tobie Matthew cumes to intreat us to deliver this letter
to your M., which is, as he calls it, a pictur of the Infanta’s drawen
in blake and whyte. We pray you let none lafe at it, but you selfe
and honest Kate.(8) He thinks he hath hitt the naille on the head,
but you will find it foolishest thing that ever you saw.”(°) Matthew
also drew up a memorandum on "The Infanta.’s Character and Dis¬
position . ’ ’(10) Bacon continued to write to Tobie in Spain, and often
expressed the desire that ‘ ‘ he might live in his Grace’s (Buckingham’s)
remembrance," and that Tobie’s mediation might prove helpful to
his fortunes. By the end of August Matthew was very guardedly com¬
municating his misgivings to Bacon. There was no disposition on the
part of the Spaniards to hasten the marriage—the clergy and nobility
were hostile, and all responsibility rested with Olivarez, the Prime
Minister, Philip IV being only a youth of nineteen. Eventually
negotiations ceased, and all parties returned home. Tobie Matthew
for his services was knighted on October 23rd, 1623, at Royston.
For the time being he seems to have been living unostentatiously
in the quiet practice of his religion, and about this period he wrote a
letter to Bacon which contains the memorable passage:—"The most
prodigious wit that I ever knew of my nation, and of this side the sea,
is of your Lordship’s name, though he be known by another.”
furthermore, "I have received your great and noble token and favour
of the gth of April, and can but return the humblest of my thanks
for your Lps. vouchsafing so to visit this poorest and unworthiest
of your servants." Was this gift a copy of the First Folio? Sir
Sidney Lee has no grounds for assuming that Tobie was abroad when
this letter was written, but though no date is given, it is at least
highly probable that he wrote it after his return home from Spain.
He was for some time now busily engaged in the controversy—
in which Bacon was consulted—over the suggested appointment of
Bishops to the Catholic Church in England; and he probably had some
hand in the concessions granted to English Catholics which Cardinal
Richelieu demanded as a condition for the marriage treaty of Prince
Charles with Henrietta Maria. Shortly before the ceremony, Matthew
had gone to France and had the honour to be chosen to act as the young
Queen’s interpreter, for she spoke no English.
The early part of 1626 was a time of much sorrow to Sir Tobie,
who had meanwhile been assiduous in proselytizing, and had been
instrumental in many notable conversions, for Bacon, the friend, who
had been the guiding star of his life, died—at least to all intents and
purposes. By his Will, dated December 19th, 1625, Bacon made the
following bequest:—"I give to my ancient good friend Sir Tobie
Matthew, some ring, to be bought for him, to the value of thirty
pounds."
(8) The Duchess of Buckingham
(») Harleian MSS. 6987
(10) Harleian MSS 1576 f.280.
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During the period which led up to the assassination of Bucking¬
ham in 1628, Matthew appears to have continued in favour with the
King and Queen, and according to his own account written ten years
later, he spent some time with his parents at York, in the unsuccess¬
ful effort to win them over to the Faith. On 29th March, 1628, the
Archbishop died at Cawood Castle, to be followed next year by his
wife. The son inherited only a piece of old Plate, and his father left a
note reminding him that' 'he had given him above fourteen thousand
Pounds.” His mother bequeathed him a ring set with Eleven Diamonds, given her by King Charles I, and it is stated intended him to
have her husband’s Library, had he not disinherited his son, so the
books instead went to the Library of York Minster.
For some time after his parents’ decease, it is not known what Sir
Tobie was doing, but it is certain he still enjoyed Court favour, and
whilst his main object in life was the furthering of the Catholic cause,
he did not allow this to interfere with his duties as a courtier and
diplomat. In 1633 he became Secretary to Viscount Wentworth on
his first visit to Ireland as Lord Deputy, and he must have paid another
visit some years later, as according to a “Declaration of the Com¬
mons,” assembled in Parliament on July 25th, 1643, it was stated—
"In March 1639, the Earl of Strafford carried with him into Ireland,
Sir Toby Matthews (sic), a notorious, pernicious English Jesuited
Priest (banished at the beginning of this Parliament upon the im¬
portunity of both Houses) . . . .”
A year later Sir Tobie returned to England, and seems to have
engaged in his usual activities until the Court began to take notice
of his religious influence and propaganda, instigated thereto probably
by Archbishop Laud. He became a constant subject of remark and
comment, the most insignificant of his proceedings being magnified
and misrepresented; squib and lampoons appeared, in which his name
was freely bandied about, and ridiculous charges were circulated to
inflame popular prejudice against him. At length he was mentioned
in Parliament as an “obnoxious recusant,” and in 1640 Prynne
published his “Hidden Works of Darkness” giving the copy of a
forged "letter from Pope Urban VIII to Sir Tobie Matthew,” from
which it appeared that he was regarded by the Curia as a member of
the Society of Jesus. The Puritans deemed the time ripe when his
activities must be checked, and accordingly charges were invented
against him: a warrant was therefore issued for his arrest. Mr. Sec¬
retary, Windebank reported his apprehension to the King—6th Oct.
1640.
Wentworth, Earl of Strafford, on November nth was impeached'
by Pym, in the name of the Commons, at the Bar of the Lords, and
taken into Custody. Windebank, who had signed warrants for the
•protection of recusants, and the release of imprisoned priests, fled to
France, whilst Sir Tobie withdrew to Raglan Castle, where by acting
as Senior Chaplain to the Earl of Somerset, afterwards Marquess of
Worcester, his friend and patron, he openly acknowledged his priest¬
hood. Both Houses petitioned the King to banish Matthew once
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more, and he and Sir Basil Brooke were ordered to appear as delin¬
quents before the House of Commons, but Sir Tobie escaped to
Flanders, where he found refuge at the house of the English Jesuits
at Ghent, among the numerous exiles from England. Archbishop
Laud had already been sent to the Tower. Among the charges made
against him was the following:—“Sir Toby Matthew, a most danger¬
ous, seducing, active Priest and Jesuit, who had a hand in the gun¬
powder plot, was frequent with him (Laud) at Lambeth, White-hall,
and other places, eating oft with him, at his table, riding sometimes
very familiarily with him in his coach, and going with him in his
barge.” On 12th May, 1641, the Earl of Strafford, Matthew’s friend
and patron, was beheaded.
When Sir Tobie crossed the Channel for the last time in 1642, he
had attained his 65th year, and his declining days were spent among
his friends in Belgium, and were chiefly devoted to literary labours in
the interests of religion. Sir Edward Hyde (afterwards Lord Claren¬
don) corresponded frequently with him, and in writing to Lord Cottington in 1646, mentions Matthew’s intended publication of his
“Collection of Letters.” All that he could now do was to endeavour
by means of letters of encouragement to cheer and console his suffering
co-religionists, and Hyde, though no lover of Catholicism, sought his
advice in the hope of the Restoration which he was anxious to promote.
On 13th October, 1655, whilst still staying at the House of the
English Tertians of the Society of Jesus at Ghent, Sir Tobie Matthew
died in his 79th year, without witnessing any decline in Cromwell’s
authority, or the dawn of the Restoration on which his hopes were
fixed. It appears, although he may not have joined the Society until
after his final banishment, that he was a member of it at the date of
his death. By his Will he left Wat Montague, now a priest permanently
residing in Paris in the train of Henrietta Maria, the task of
preparing all his religious writings for the press. Staunch to his
friends, sincere in his religious convictions, loyal to his King and
Country, even if in his zeal for furthering the interests of his Church
and his co-religionists he occasionally stooped to dissimulation, his
aims were high and disinterested, and the verdict of Marcus Aurelius,
‘ ‘The measure of a man's worth is the worth of his aims'', may justly
be applied to Sir Tobie Matthew.
The “Collection of Letters,” edited by Dr. John Donne, though
how it came to pass that he became possessed of them is not apparent,
was dedicated to Lady Carlisle. The majority of the letters, down to
page 295, consist of correspondence between Bacon and Matthew, but
have suffered severe manipulation. The first 24, occupying 57 pages,
are acknowledged as Bacon’s though only 12 of them are addressed to
Sir Tobie, who in all cases omits his own name. The remaining
number, which can only by supposition be regarded as Bacon’s to
Matthew, or vice versa, are anonymous, but so altered that internal
evidence is little, if any help in deciding their authorship. Moreover
they are printed hap-hazard without any reference to date, doubtless
by design in order to conceal more effectually the identity of the
writers.

"SHAKE-SPEARE” AND "MOLIERE”
By Elizabeth M. Fraser
The article we print below is the translation of the close of a
statement published by Miss Fraser in the French daily Le Monde
in September 1949, in which she affirms to the readers of that
important journal that in the same disguise as Francis Bacon
wrote the plays under the name of Shakespeare, Pierre Corneille,
another genius, used the name of Molitre, then living.—Editor.
", . .the two enigmas, the Stratford factotum's genius and the
age-long success of the Parisian producer (Moliere) are but two
moments in a past problem, two instances of a literary phenomenon
unknown or little known even in our own day, by reason of which we,
on both sides of the Channel, are the victims of a practical joke played
on us by the past, and by reason of which Francis Bacon wrote the
works of Shakespeare as surely as Pierre Corneille did those signed
Moliere.
“We must go back to the Renaissance. The fugitive Greeks
brought into Italy, with the knowledge of the ancient literatures, the
practice of metonomasia, the changing, almost always by latinisation,
by authors of their names. Throughout the XVIth century the
practice, rendered more necessary by the Reformation and by new
ways of thinking, all exposed to repression, spread to France and to
all Europe, and grew from a mere literary convention into a redoubt¬
able weapon for thought. Those who had something secret to say,
or who wished to remain hidden, acquired the habit of bringing out
their books with no name (anonyms), or under an assumed name
(pseudonyms), or under the name of a living contemporary (allonyms).
Shakespeare and Moliere are “authors” of the third type.
“Very often we find this proceeding coupled with a satirical
intention. It may be called a satirico-humanist virus. The complete
silence which appears to accompany its action is what astonishes us
most . . It is easy to see when Francis Bacon was inoculated with
this virus: it must have been during his stay in France, from 1576 to
1579. as a young embassy attache. At the court of Henry III, as of
Henry of Navarre, he underwent influences which put their stamp on
his life and developed his mind . . .
' ‘From a certain point of view all this is very awkward . . On
the other hand I am of the opinion that the human race of our time can
feel itself an inch taller at the thought that there is no such thing as a
spontaneous, unlettered genius. The honey contained in those two
dramatic works, Bacon’s and Corneille’s, comes from the flowers that
grow on Parnassus, long and often plundered. Only the fellowship
of books together with a clear-sighted knowledge of their contemporary
society, can explain the wisdom of those two sages. Solitary study
thus comes into its own again, and a fresh gust of glory blows through
all the libraries in the world.”
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A REVEALING LINK
By Pierre Henrion
Agrigi de I'Universiti de France.
Me legat irwitus nemo, non scripsimus illi:
Huic scripla est si quem pagina nostra juval. (*)
“GUSTAVUS SELENUS”

T certainly does happen that the Detective-Inspector in charge of
the case simply stumbles upon the piece of evidence that will
bring the culprit to book or on the contrary that he has his mere
flair to thank for his reaching the goal. But most often things are not
so romantic and the investigator finds the missing piece of the puzzle
where a hard and painstaking study of the facts has led him to look
for it. And so it goes with the man who tackles the Baconian puzzle
for it has been devised by a master mind, craftily but coherently.
Vague hints as well as decisive pieces of evidence have not been
planted haphazard or unconsciously but each time in relation to a
'general scheme and in appliance of general principles supported by
unrivalled knowledge of the art of concealing.
Some people conceal by necessity, some through dishonesty,
others for pleasure, namely the pleasure of satisfying one of the
primary impulses of human nature, to speak of man alone. To have
things of your own, quite your own; to show them as a great favour
to a privileged few; to create a world outside everybody’s world and
separated from it by the long secret passage of initiation: who, among
us, has never felt that urge at some time or other of his, or her, life ?
Bacon was brought to cryptomania by hard necessity. He went to
the utmost limits of it for pleasure. As soon as circumstances had
forced him into it, he saw in cryptology a wide scope for his powers of
analysis, his taste for experimentation, his sense of architecture. There
he could exert the rigours of the logician and give play to the un¬
bounded fancy of the poet, all in one and the same activity, without
forgetting that touch of Byzantinism inseparable of the Renaissance
What I called the Baconian puzzle ought really to have been
named a labyrinth or better a perfectly organized and fantastic secret
castle with its exits and its entrances, its blind passages and its
booby-traps. For many a year now I have been “burrowing like a
a mole” in those labyrinthine ways, slowly but systematically, groping,
stumbling, swinging from hope to disillusionment and back again
as must befall one who insists on starting from scratch and disregard¬
ing everything written on a subject. The portrait I submit to-da.y
to the readers of Baconiana was somewhere on my way and, as usual,
answering a purpose and in the right place. It was not discovered
(>) "Let no one read me reluctantly. We have not written for him. Our work has
been written for such as like it.*’ (Dedication in back of title page.)
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totally by chance. As for many other things I was led to it or, to be
more accurate, led to the neighbourhood. Luck did the rest.
Gustavus Selenus' book, Cryptomenylices el Cryptographiae (1624
if the title-page is to be believed) is well known to all Baconians
since the day when Sir Edwin Duming-Lawrence brought it to light.
It is—or purposes to be—a compendium of everything known (at the
time) on the art of concealing, special stress being laid on crypto¬
graphy . As the author appears to be perfectly well versed in his
subject, his omissions are even more interesting than his statements.
I was in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, a few years ago, poring
over the book, baffled, as so very often, by the man who had taken me
there by the hand to a piece of his puzzle I wanted at the moment
and who, suddenly, had left me in the lurch. (The reader may
imagine Edgar Allan Poe taking him to the skull in the Gold Bug and
wilfully pointing to the wrong eye). This is a very frequent dodge
with Bacon. It corresponds to the litterae otiosae in cryptography.
It is in the rules of the game and if you bear him any ill-will for such
tricks you will soon lose that precious patience which is of the essence
in investigation. Well, I made a note that all the extant copies of the
book I could ever approach or have microfilmed would have to be
scrutinized,—one more of those depressing routine jobs. Of course I
began at once by the other copies in the Bibliotheque itself.
In one of these copies (Ris. v 698), more luxuriously bound than
the others (and probably never consulted as it is in the reserve and
other copies are more readily available) I was unexpectedly confronted,
by a revised and improved edition of the Droeshout travesty of the
1623 Shakespeare Folio which is, as every reader knows, one of the
very few easy ' 'entrances’ ’ into the labyrinth. In both the Selenus
and the Folio portraits the front view of the doublet is composed in
reality of the back and front view of the same shoulder, side by side.
But in the German book the technique is much more refined and you
could easily overlook the artifice if listlessly fingering the book in a
second-hand bookshop. But when you discover a portrait designed
and engraved for the production of possibly one copy (for I have not
heard of any other since) and that copy facing the frontispiece of a
book on the art of concealing, what can you do but sit up and take
notice? Even the good Sir Sidney Lee might have scrutinized it
without any fear of passing for an over-imaginative reader of shilling
thrillers. That the technique should be more refined than in the
clownish travesty of the Folio (—of the year before! at least appar¬
ently) is only too natural. Would it be meet to portray a Prince in a
ridiculous guise ? For the portrait tells us we are looking at no less
than Prince Augustus, Duke of Brunswick and Luneburg, alias
Gustavus Selenus, and it adds: expende, weigh and observe carefully.
Weigh arid observe carefully ? So, would there really be people silly
enough to put in a drawing more than meets the eye ? A disturbing
thought! If we must look behind appearances, pray, where is the
world of orthodoxy going? What shall we hear next? That the
earth revolves round the sun (as some silly foreigner had the cheek to
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pretend once, as if he hadn't got eyes to see for himself) or maybe
that the Bard didn't write h is own plays! And does this portrait ask
us to believe that there could be such a thing as a Renaissance grandee
not putting his name to a book of his for the public at large to see and
applaud ? And not only using a pen name but having the book written
by another? A dangerous precedent which might induce unsteady
minds to the wildest conjectures, as if everything was not above board
in those times! Shall we nevertheless comply with the Latin impera¬
tive and have a closer look at this challenging portrait ?
Taking the row of buttons of the doublet as axis of.. dissymmetry
there are three vertical braids to the Prince's left side (right side for
observer), only two on the other side. That is not the only sign that
the better half of the man is one good step higher in aristocractic
hierarchy than his less exalted half. The flowers on the well-lit side
(in all symbolic pictures of the time, light stands for deceitful appear¬
ance, shade for concealed truth) are gorgeous and princely, Not so
those of the dark side which are simpler and of a different nature.
Even a "faulty sense of perspective,’’ surely, would not turn a cab¬
bage into a carrot? For you must know that "a faulty sense of
perspective’’ is the explanation with which Stratfordians airily
dismiss the inversions on Shakespeare’s portraits,—the work of
underpaid tyros.
This time the details of the engraving reveal a good enough
draughtsman. So why has he made one half of the chest so much
more powerful than the other? Compare the distance between
buttons and nearest point of curved sleeve-top on each side. The way
the arms branch off the trunk is hardly consistent. It would take all
the bad faith, or perverted good faith, of some Stratfordians I know to
dismiss the blatant dissymmetries as the outcome of the engraver’s
lack of skill. Strangely enough, the same personage, on the titlepage, has a perfectly normal doublet though at a diminutive scale—
which makes it more difficult to draw.
The next question is: Has the face been tampered with? Since
the Prince’s body has been arranged with all the regard due to his
rank we must expect that if the face has been faked the technique
has been still more careful and discreet. The first clue is provided by
the ocular sacs (inside corner of each eye). They can hardly belong
to the same person, even one of those persons with a dual personality
in their faces. One eye is larger than the other and the difference is
more than perspective can allow for, chiefly if vertical measurements
are considered. If both halves of the face are hidden successively, we see,
on one side, a powerful square face of Teutonic build, on the other side a
very old man with a long tired face.
The portrait has been submitted to an expert iconographer,
Mr. John Clennell, who says: "There appears to be differences in the
size of the pupils of the eyes and the outer angle of the eyebrow,—
the ’Bacon’ side is flatter than the ‘Duke's.’ But what is most strik¬
ing is the lower lip. Here, as would be expected, the artist had diffi¬
culties in combining the thin ascetic lips of ‘Bacon’ with the coarser
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type which we would expect to see in the Duke’s type of face. He
compromised and so produced a distortion. This composite picture,
in my opinion, was carried out by one or more of the Dutch artists,
the Van Somer brothers or Daniel Metteus, and engraved by the
Droeshout group.”
Let us turn now to the point raised by Mr. Clennell's inverted
commas. Who is the mysterious alter ego ? As Bacon's hand appears
in many places in the book, at least to the trained eye, he is the first
man the investigator will think of. But it was not easy for the
designer of the portrait to depict two so widely different faces as the
Prince’s and the Philosopher’s in a seemingly single picture. And all
the more so as the Prince’s face had priority, the engraving being
avowedly a likeness of him, making it impossible to fake his side to a
great extent. Moreover, the hair, the moustache and the beard could
hardly be made dissymmetrical. In spite of this the cunning artist
succeeded in bringing out a good suggestion of the philosopher.
Bacon seems to have aged much since the Van Somer days but still the
half face looks more like him than, say, the 1671 portrait of Resttscitatio which professes to represent his monument. The tired look of
an aged man on the verge of his grave could explain the lack of lustre
in the somewhat extinguished eye, so different from the glaring,
bulging eye of the Prince.
I conducted a little test with a party of French children who had
never even heard the name of Bacon (I doubt if an English fourth
form boy knows much about Pascal or Leibnitz!). I showed them over
St. Michael's church, Gorhambury, refraining from any comment on
Bacon’s monument. Then I produced the half of the portrait which
concerns the Prince,—to their utter lack of recognition. When I
produced the other half, they pointed to Bacon’s statue, saying:
’ 'Mats e’est cet homnte la-bas, MotisieurV
Your reaction will probably be the same if you compare the left
half of Selenus’ face to the left half of the avowed likeness of Bacon in
the 1627 Sylva Sylvarum (Brit. Mus. 982 f 14) which we reproduce.
You should cover the top of Selenus’ forehead with the tip of a finger
to compensate for the hat in the Sylva Sylvarum portrait.
You will notice that the asterisk at the top of the oval, in the
faked portrait, is slightly awry. This was done on purpose. If you
follow the almost vertical axis of symmetry of the asterisk with a
ruler, it will fall plumb right on the neck opening. This has been
engineered by the astute designer as a clue to the correct division of
the face. As the transition between two faces cannot be so abrupt, it
is advisable, when comparing with Bacon’s portrait, to go slightly to
the left. But once you are satisfied it is the same man, you may
return to the dividing line so cleverly arranged for the observer.
If you want one more hint that the man here concerned is Bacon
count the black interspaces between the little white V-shaped designs
of the two braids to the left of the row of buttons. (To be counted as
one, an interspace must be limited by two whites). You notice that
the exterior braid counts 33 which is Bacon in "simple cipher.’’ The
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total of the two braids is 67 which is Francis. The total of the three
braids to the right of the buttons is 100, which is Francis Bacon.
All this of course may be pure coincidence and poetical fiction! The
snag is that you meet so many coincidences in Renaissance books.
The only way out is to conclude that the laws of probabilities have
changed considerably since the 17th century and then you leave it to
the mathematicians to explain that away.
Take the words in capital letters in the quatrain at the bottom.
Count the letters (w=double u=2). Hasn’t the 33rd letter a ‘ ‘unique’ ’
appearance ? Dismiss it as an accident. Around the portrait, count
one on the strangely capped I of GRAT/A, count the comma, and
JE as two. What strange thing do you notice on the 33rd letter?
And now, count one on this letter, count every typographical sign,
however small. Do not forget the asterisk. Ampersand counts as
two, so “etc." counts as four. What happens on the 33rd sign?
What a clumsy engraver to leave such blemishes! And have you ever
seen such rythmical clumsiness? Count one on this M, count every
typographical sign. Stop short before the / you started from on your
little tour but pass to the ‘ 'expende' ’ and its final dot. How many
do you count ? Just coincidences and childish play . . The hori¬
zontal hachures on which expende is written, not counting the top one
which delimits the area together with the lower part of the oval,
amount to—you have guessed the number!
I shall leave to the reader the pleasure of exploring further by
himself as I want to escape alive if some worthy Professors of my
acquaintance ever hear of this article but trained and experienced
investigators will see in it things which make it “fit” into the whole
scheme of Bacon’s lifelong subterranean construction. Let me turn
instead to the layman who wants to stick to his common sense and
finds himself bewildered between the cross fires of the contestants in
that nebulous affair of Shakespeare, Bacon, Cryptology and what not.
After all you cannot expect him to repudiate official teachings without
misgivings. It is not everybody that can devote years of study to
the question and, I can tell you, it is, as Bacon has it, great weariness
of the flesh. Who then can reproach the layman who feels that the
bottom is going to fall out of things with following the ‘ ‘respectable’ ’
people who, conscious of their "mature” minds and sound “critical”
sense take the beau role and listen with a smile of patronizing contempt
to the childish prattle of those who have read too many Fu-Manchu
stories and will find hidden meanings everywhere ? The men of the
Renaissance, they say, had better things to do than play silly games
of hide and seek! But if those respectable people will kindly notice
the fact that no other period has produced so many books on crypto¬
graphy, books that they can still see with their eyes and touch with
their hands in libraries, does not the simple logic of their superficially
rational minds turn against them? I have a French encyclopaedia,
published in 1884, when France was totally innocent of Baconian
theories. In a modest article of 19 lines on cryptography, seven books
are mentioned as worth of being consulted by the 1884 people . . and
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five out of the seven range from 1586 to 1644! So, little progress had
been made since then. But the 19th century and the present dis¬
favour is no proof that it was not the craze at some earlier period. If
two centuries after us crosswords are forgotten, probably our descend¬
ants will never believe that the Observer could inflict so many weekly
headaches. For it takes an exceptional historical mind to forget
the prejudices and mentality of the present. Just think, dear reader,
before crosswords were invented, something must have held its place in
man’s mind, always eager to torture itself. Believe me, somewhere
between Kabbalah and Twenty Questions, there was a time for
cryptomania, and my French work tells you when that time was!
And at that time it ranged from the childish delights of “Ba, Ba,
pueritia, with a horn added” to the niceties of Rosicrucian secret
signs.
Is it so ridiculous to look for secret messages from people who
wrote so many books about them ? Is it so inane to pretend to find any
in those very books which professed to teach the art of concealing a
message? On the contrary, it would be absence of tricks from a pro¬
fessional conjurer which would sound improbable, even to a traditional
University don.
Is it not significant, then, that the trick of the 1623 Folio, dis¬
missed by conservative scholars as accidental, should have been used
privately (in one or a very few copies) by an avowed professor of crypt¬
ography, almost contemporaneously, but in Germany? and that two
applications of the same method should be found in two books in
which Bacon was suspected to have had a hand long before even
Baconians suspected the existence of that revealing link, the Prince's
portrait? Being given the similitude with the 1623 portrait, what
additional corroboration do you want of the hypothesis that the
engravings on the title-page of Gustavus Selenus’ book symbolically
represent, beside Bacon, a ‘ ‘Shake-spear’ ’ and a ‘ ‘Shake-spur’' ?
Have a slightly over exposed negative made of what the man at the
bottom of the title-page is writing. Examine it with a powerful
binocular magnifying glass. It will not jump to your eye as a neon
sign in Piccadilly circus. It is not meant to. But you will have an
idea that a fanatic might construe it as ‘‘F B” in flowing capitals and
then ‘ ‘Ros’ ’ (F Bacon, Fra Rosicrosse). You need not believe your
eyes. If the seeds of doubt are sown, I shall be content. Now if you
want to know the exact ratio of the collaboration of Bacon and the
spear-carrying messenger, look carefully at the tree above Bacon's
head on the left engraving of the page. Use a magnifying glass. You
will notice that the trunk of the tree is composed of two independent
trunks, twisted round each other and arising out of two well-separated
roots. The twisting is carefully rendered so that each half-trunk can
be followed without risk of error. One of them ends in a single abor¬
tive leafless branch, the other in a fully leaved, luxuriant tree. This,
and the presence of two heads of animals between the roots, has been
confirmed to me by a science specialist (agrigi de sciences nalurelles)■
who did not know anything about the document submitted to him-

The Title-Page of Gustavus Selenus. Lower cut represents the Duke
of Brunswick and Francis Bacon.
The others depict the despatch of
the great work, with the Duke instructing his messenger.

The last-known Portrait of Francis Bacon, Frontispiece to his Svlw
Sylmrmn, 1626. Reproduced for comparison with Portrait on page facing.

Portrait ostensibly of the Duke of Brunswick, Frontispiece of a
rare edition of Gustavus Selenus in German. Claimed to be a composite
portrait, shown by white line dividing the features, the right half depict¬
ing the Duke, the left Bacon, now an aged man. Note also reversed sleeve
as in the Droeshout Portrait. (By permission of the Service Photographiqnr
Bibliolheque Nationale, Paris).
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The animal near the sterile root has ears strongly suggestive of Stratfordian symbolism.
To return to the portrait, it may be safely surmised that some
time, probably when Bacon was nearly dying, therefore a long time
after the publication of the book under the pen name (and, by the
way, Rosicrucian name) of Gustavus Selenus (Gustavus is the anagram
of Augustus and Selenus the translation of Luneburg or ‘ 'Moontown' ’)
a very limited number of copies of the portrait was printed to be added
as an in memoriam to copies of the book destined to intimate friends of
both authors. Personally I feel great pleasure in imagining that I
have here a last glimpse of my friend Bacon passing away from this
world after his years of seclusion.
At the bottom of the title-page of the book you can see him in
his confinement—behind the barred windows—near the Prince his
hostj1) who holds up a cap over his head in a protecting gesture. A
curtain had been momentarily drawn aside, to let the reader see him
in his retreat. The door, wide open, shows that the imprisonment is
voluntary. What powerful motive could have led a man to stage his
death, leave a few wood-shavings in his tomb and fly abroad to dark¬
ness and oblivion? It hardly stands to reason—outside Phillips
Oppenheim books! And yet it is one of the current motives that still
drive honest people to suicide every day. To divulge it now would be
premature. The book is dated 1624 so as to make some definite people
believe that is had been written before the author’s ' ‘demise.’' The
real date would have revealed he was still alive. Traditional scholars
and Stratfordians can still have a few years to sneer at that part of the
story. Let them enjoy the sneering while the sneering is good. Time
works against them. Whatever the success of their delaying actions,
they are fighting a losing battle. Already the younger generation for
whom a new outlook on the literary production of Renaissance Eng¬
land does not amount to a Copernician upheaval of long-rooted
beliefs is readier to admit that there is a problem. (2) When man admits
that there is a problem, he is well on his way to solve it. That “in¬
soluble’ ’ French tantalizer of the Man with the Iron Mask appears to
have been definitely solved. A solution of the Shakespeare problems,
excluding all possible doubts, annihilating all the arguments that
cavilling and bad faith can suggest, will come in time though the
present writer may not see the day. The master mind which engin(1) The dissymmetry inherent to the faking of the main portrait gives the
Duke a rather sinister face. In this little engraving his face is perfectly regular
. and innocuous.
(2) We must remember that M. Pierre Henrion, despite his racy article on
a most absorbing discovery on his part, and possessing also a perfect command of
the English language, is himself of Gallic birth. Whether the younger genera¬
tion in England is becoming readier to admit that there is a problem in regard to
the Shakespeare Plays, to say nothing of the mystery' of Francis Bacon, is, we
fear dubious or, at least premature. M. Henrion may be judging from the
French youth, who, it may be mentioned as we believe on good authority, to¬
day are taught that there is a big query mark after the name ■‘Shakespeare,"
and, of further interest that Queen Elizabeth was morganatically married.
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eered—in self-defence—the amazing puzzle that literally and biliterally confronts us has seen to this. Not only he left his good
name to "foreign nations and the next ages” in his will but he left
those the means to insure his full vindication. If he had not been
betrayed by cowardly people who hastily put back the light under
the bushel when that light flared before their bewildered eyes at the
appointed time, the day of unanswerable revelation would be long
past now and the glorified herring-box where Richard II is played
without a real key to its meaning would not disfigure the banks of
the Avon.
Bacon spent his youth and many years of his latter life on the site
of the only Roman theatre extant in England. There will his plays
find one day their crowning glory.
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THE BI-LITERAL CYPHER OF FRANCIS BACON
follow him, but all fame won from the authorship (supposed) of our
plays must in good time (after our own work, putting away its veiling

pon whom we may put off a work too important to lie hidden longer
ian necessary. This we need not say is our unfaltering, ever conant, decipherer.
(2) Heminge and CondelJ
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THE BI-LITERAL CYPHER OF FRANCIS BACON
From The New Atlantis, 1635, Francis Bacon
"lam named in the world, not what my style should be accord¬
ing to birth, nor what it rightfully should be according to our law,
which gives to the first bom of the Royal house (if this first bom be a
son of a ruling prince and bom in true and right wedlock) the title of
the Prince of Wales. My name is Tidder(4) yet men speak of me as
Bacon, even those that know of my royal mother and her lawful
marriage with the Earl of Leicester, a suitable time prior to my birth.
Those whose chief desire is Scientia will rejoice in my experi¬
ments in Natural Sciences, for they have greatly increased the
knowledge which was in the world. Something have my labours
done for other claimants and Philosophy and the Arts have gained
by no means slightly by my labour, for I took no respite of years.''

From Natural History, 1635, Francis Bacon
‘' One must give as great a portion of time as seven days in the
week can furnish, and must not use many hours for recreation, would
he leave ought of any value to men, for life is so short. It is for this
cause that I use my time so miser like, never spending a moment
idly, when in health. It is behoveful that none of this work attract
attention while I remain here and for another quite manifest reason,
the Ciphers are not as justly worked out in my later and larger books
as I had intended to do, for lack of time is something no man can
overcome. Sure my hand and brain have but short rest. I firmly
believe that it were not in the power of human beings to do any more
than I have done, yet I am but partly satisfied. My kingdom is an
immortal glory among men from generation unto coming generations.
An unending fame will crown my brow and it is far better worth in
any true thinking mind, I am assured, than many a crown which
Kings have set on with show and ceremony. Yet, when I have said it,
my heart is sad for the great wrong that I must for ever endure. This
that is cast wide upon dark waters may some day bring a reward to
one who did not sow the grain nor plough the ground, but when it
shall be, my fame must exceed his. This that I do must ever be held
of such value that the work of him who carries it fonvard can but be
second to mine. My mother did not openly acknowledge either my
brother or myself, bom princes, heirs to the Kingdom. It burneth
as an injury no lapse of time can cure, a ceaseless corrosive which
doth eat the heart. The sole relief doth come by making out a history
of my wrong which doth so embitter my days. Men can eat, sleep,
drink, work when the heart is bowed down in pain, yet the joys are
gone from their lives and do not return."—Fra. Saint Alban.
When the reader has read these extracts from Francis Bacon's
Bi-literal cipher—let him ask himself the question: Is it possible
that all this was the imagination of an American woman ? It will
be noticed that Bacon records his royal birth on twenty-eight differ¬
ent occasions, inserting this statement in words attributed to a
number of different authors. If Mrs. Gallup invented this, she would
no doubt have been satisfied in finding the story of his royal birth
recorded in one book only, and would never have thought of con¬
tending that it appeared such a number of times.
(«) Tudor.

THE ROYAL BIRTH OF FRANCIS BACON
CONFIRMED HISTORICALLY
By Comyns Beaumont
The first two articles, of which the present one completes this
outer world believed, the youngest son of Sir Nicholas and
Lady Bacon. The last article took his career up to the time
he was recalled from France where he had been maintained by
the Queen who specially sent him there.
HEN FRANCIS was brought back from France in March 1579,
where his knowledge of the world had been so broadened by
his contacts and experiences gained at the Court of Henri III
the ostensible reason advanced was that his father. Sir Nicholas
Bacon, had died in February. In the latter's elaborate Will, which
disclosed large sums left to his heirs by his first wife and a sufficient
income for Lady Bacon and her son Anthony, not a farthing was left
to his supposed youngest son Francis. . . The Will may be inspected
at Somerset House if anybody wishes to check the statement.
It will be recalled that Francis was suddenly whisked away from
his home with the Bacon family, sent hurriedly to France in the
charge of Sir Amyas Paulet, previously his French tutor, says Parker
Woodward (Life, p.i;), who was appointed Ambassador although the
existing Ambassador Dr. Dale was in office and continued so for five
months longer; that a tutor was specially engaged for him by the
Queen who hurriedly removed Francis from his family circle as quickly
as possible, and made full provision for his maintenance in France.
He was even sent in grand style on the battleship Dreadnought, spec¬
ially commissioned to convey Paulet and his Embassy to France,
according to the Acts of Privy Council, 1676. As Dr. Dale remained
in office for five months later, it gives a plain indication that it was
an exceptional act not related to Diplomacy, but revolved round the
personality of the young but unrecognised prince who, during his stay
was provided with pocket-money from the Royal source. The Bacon
family did not enter into the picture.
The explanation of this was revealed by Bacon's first biographer,
who signed himself Pierre Amboise, and whose Life of Francis was
published in France in 1631. He uses such phrases as ‘ ‘He saw him¬
self destined one day to hold in his hands the Helm of the Kingdom’';
that Francis "was born in the Purple”, signifying his royal birth,
was ‘ ‘brought up in the expectation of a Great Career’ ’, and further
alludes to the ' ‘Spendour of his Race’ ’, all being attributes of a
Tudor prince who was sent to France as part of his princely education.
Three weeks after his return to England in June 1579, he began
albeit unwillingly to keep term at Gray’s Inn, with chambers in
Coney Court, where he remained in residence for three years. Who
forced him to take up the study of the law, which, as he protested to
Lord Burleigh, the Queen's Principal Minister, he had no wish to
adopt? Who paid his fees at Gray’s Inn and his rent? Who provided
his clothing and books and enabled him to meet his brother students
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on an equal footing, they being mainly scions of wealthy and influen¬
tial families? Not the Bacon family, as admits Hepworth Dixon,
in his Personal History. Parker Woodward (in his Life) claims
that he became a “gentleman pensioner” as does also the Rev.
Walter Begley in Nova Resuscitatio. These Pensions or Royal Allow¬
ances were paid through Burleigh.
Alfred Dodd, whose researches into the life of Francis Bacon are
of the greatest importance to students of the period, in his Personal
Life Story (Vol. i) sums up the relative positions of the Queen and
Francis thus: “Shortly after his return from Paris she decided that
Francis must continue to play the r61e of son of the late Sir Nicholas,
no matter how he disliked it or how contrary it was to his idea of
dignity. He must follow the profession of the law, treading in his
‘father’s footsteps’ and at once resume his studies at Gray’s Inn to
qualify for a living. She would pay his fees, provide him with
sufficient moneys for all his wants, and find him pocket money.
With regard to acknowledging him publicly as her son and heir to the
Throne, it must lie in abeyance as no decision one way or the other
could be given as yet. It was a matter for her Ministers to consider
as much as hers.’ ’ Dodd adds that as she held the purse-strings Francis
was compelled to acquiesce. He had no alternative.
The next piece of evidence is the “Suit” which he pleaded for
many years fruitlessly through Burleigh to be granted him. It is first
mentioned but not as a new plea in his letter to Lady Burleigh, sister
of Lady Bacon, on Sept. 16,1580, fifteen months after he had resumed
his law studies at Gray’s Inn. She was seemingly staying at the
Royal Palace and in effect he begs her to use her influence with her
husband on his behalf. Both Lord and Lady Burleigh well knew
to what Francis referred as his ‘ ‘Suit,” the ‘ 'mention and recommen¬
dation of my Suit’ ’ and what in effect he seems to hint at in his letter,
namely that she would use her influence with the Queen to get his
‘ ‘Suit’ ’ granted. On the same day he wrote a long missive to Burleigh
himself about his ‘ ‘Suit,’ ’ which was evidently known to the Queen’s
Principal Minister of State, for he uses the phrase, “you gave me a
good hearing” on a previous occasion when Burleigh had promised to
tender it to Her Majesty. His "hope to obtain it”, said Bacon,
rested on Burleigh’s advice to the Queen and to her ‘ ‘Grace’ ’ to grant
it. Both these letters are printed in full and carefully analysed in
Dodd (Personal Life Story, Vol. 1, pp. 114-118).
Dodd contends, on all the evidence, that it was a petition for
recognition as the son of the Queen. It fits in with all the allusions
and double phrases used by Francis; and it is all directed to the
same end, namely that he was, as the Burleighs were well aware, the
legitimate son of Elizabeth, who was maintaining him. Let those
who question the correctness of this statement reflect how absurd it
would be to imagine for a moment that the youngest son of Sir Nicholas
Bacon would be permitted to present and persistently press a “Suit”
or proposal to the Queen of England, discuss and agitate for an
acceptance with the Queen's principal Minister, and keep it up for
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over five years! The correspondence cited tells us that Francis had
rightful claim on the Queen personally and no amount of casuistry
can alter the fact as revealed in these letters. His "Suit" was not
granted and he failed to obtain the recognition as the legitimate son
of the Queen for which he had appealed.
The next item of evidence relating to his true origin was on the
occasion of his second visit to the Continent in 1580-2. A letter
exists from Sir Thomas Bodley to Francis from which it appears that
the latter travelled through Italy, Spain, Germany and Denmark,
and that Bodley and his "friends” were meeting his expenses.
W. T. Smedley, who discovered the letter, draws two conclusions
from it, (a) that Bacon was visiting several countries to obtain know¬
ledge of their customs, laws, religion, military strength, shipping
and other matters, and that (b) his expenses were being met by
Bodley and "friends" , who desired him (says Smedley) "to keep a
record of all he observed and learnt and to report from time to time
and in return, said Bodley, ‘Will make you as liberal a return from
myself and your friends here, as I shall be able' ’ ’ (Mystery of Francis
Bacon, p.85). Smedley dates Bodley’s letter as written at the end of
December 1581, and mentions also that Bodley had forwarded £30
to Francis to go on with.
Now, how did Bodley come into this picture ? Who was he rep¬
resenting with his "friends" ? Why did Bodley require Bacon's
collected opinions and reports on the governance of foreign states in
all material subjects ? For whom was it needed ? The answer to the
latter question is that in 1582 Bacon’s reports were embodied in a
State Paper entitled Notes on the State of Christendom, and presented
to the Queen. Dodd contends that Bacon’s second visit was primarily
contrived by Burleigh to take his mind off that difficult "Suit,”
that Burleigh and Bodley were close friends and hence this tour was
contrived. Bodley (the founder of the Bodleian Library at Oxford),
himself travelled a great deal and in 1588 was appointed by the
Queen as Resident Minister at the Hague, a very vital diplomatic
post especially at that period. In 1583 he became "GentlemanUsher" to the Queen and according to Mr. Edward Johnson, Bacon's
expenses while thus travelling were paid through the Queen’s Usher.
Whether there were a private arrangement to keep Bacon quiet by
arranging a trip abroad or no at any rate behind the scenes we get
glimpses of Queen, Burleigh, and Bodley in co-operation.
Burleigh's efforts to evade the persistent "Suit" by sops to
Cerberus, also appear, whereby in 1584, Francis, then aged 23,as yet
totally unknown to the world at large, was elected Member of Parlia¬
ment for Melcombe Regis (Portland), a very ancient and distinguished
royal borough. Some outside influence obviously contrived this, for
he was living in poverty while expending large sums for his literary
aims etc., and although he had been called to the Bar had not yet
obtained a single brief. There is not a scintilla of evidence that he
possessed any local political influence, yet in fact he was also returned
for the pocket borough of Gatton, to make sure he obtained a seat.
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Who slood behind him ? How could he have afforded the expense of
electioneering, meaning outlay, to enter a Parliament whose Members
were, unlike in our own times, unpaid?
Francis, in addition to his other great qualities, was a born
politician in the best sense of the word. His entire Parliamentary
career from the time of his maiden speech relating to the Queen's
safety—incidentally how should a new and very young M.P. of
plebian origin in a Maiden Speech presume to debate the safety of the
Sovereign?—until the day when he became a peer of the realm, was
brilliant as an orator as became one of the greatest statesmen in
Parliamentary history with an unrivalled knowledge of foreign and
domestic affairs, and moreover a pioneer of the future Empire. The
Queen and Burleigh must well have recognised these qualities and that
behind the scenes Burleigh financed the cost, as Dodd claims, to give
him an outlet for his energies. He was never to be king but as Francis
Bacon could be a statesman or philosopher or anything in which
Royal patronage did not appear.
The next important sidelight on his origin occurs in an undated
letter to Burleigh probably written in 1592, which in effect consists of
a veiled renunciation of his claims to the Throne. It is printed in full
in Dodd (p. 185) and is composed enigmatically yet such as would be
readily understood by Burleigh and the Queen but not by others. He
says in it, "My Matter is an endless Question. Her Majesty has by
set speech more than once assured me of her intention to call me to
her service; which I could not understand out of the place I had been
named to". The "Matter” meant his "Suit”. He also says, " I
do confess, primus amor, the first love will not easily be cast off” .
Dodd's interpretation, which I suggest is the only explanation, is
that "the Place” he had been promised was as Heir to the Throne.
Apparently now he was to be cast aside in favour of Essex, and in
plain English he realised that ' 'my Matter’ ’ was an ' ‘Appendix to my
Lord of Essex’ Suit” as said in his own words.
Apart, however, from indulging in any controversy as to the
inner meaning of the letter an outstanding fact is that Francis, the
supposed son of Sir Nicholas, was writing to the Queen’s most import¬
ant Secretary of State complaining that she had kept him running
after her from his youth onwards until he was weary of her promises.
‘ ‘I have been like a piece of stuff betoken in a shop,’ ’ he complains, a
gross impertinence from a Commoner and mere youth to an august
Sovereign, for who was he to dare question the Queen’s treatment of
him ? What claim had he to expect some signal favour ? How dared
he air his grievance through the Prime Minister, and why did Burleigh
temporise with him: To these questions only one answer explains
all: he had the right because he was Elizabeth’s elder son born in wedlock.
In another letter to Burleigh of the same time, in which he
refers to correspondence between them, he remarks
"I have as
vast Contemplative Ends as I have Civil Ends: I have taken all
knowledge to be my Province.” He asks only for a ‘ ‘Middle Place’ ’
renouncing his right to the Throne. He is yet a briefless barrister
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with no settled income. "It is inconceivable,” says Dodd, "that a
man with no claims on the Queen’s Minister should write in such a
strain, but as a concealed Prince it was his duty to make known his
thoughts” . If he made the great sacrifice of surrendering his regal
claim to the Throne he had every right to expect full and suitable
provision to be made to him. Yet it remained speculative and
uncertain.
This occurred in fact the very next year. In 1593 a new Parlia¬
ment was summoned owing to the threat of Spain' s designs on England
in which Francis now sat for Middlesex. So far he had not practised
law, which he cordially disliked to do, and also because he was fully
occupied with his Philanthropia, as he informed Lord Burleigh.
His expenses were heavy, his Chambers at Gray's Inn, his lodging,
and the upkeep of Twickenham Park, a lovely villa with 87 acres of
parkland opposite the Queen’s Palace at Richmond, belonging to the
Crown which he had somehow been able to occupy. For the tasks he
set out to accomplish he was improvident about money and was always
in financial difficulties.
In this Parliament the Queen demanded a double subsidy, with
three money grants in three years. Francis dared all by opposing
the demand in the way it was presented, as over-riding the House of
Commons. The Government, thanks to his oratory and arguments,
was defeated, the Queen was furious, and according to Lord Campbell
in his Life, "was deeply incensed and desired it to be intimated to
the delinquent by the Lord Treasurer (Burleigh) and the Lord Keeper
(Puckering) that he must nevermore look to her for favour or pro¬
motion .” (p. 23). She cut him off and stopped his allowance.
Campbell also says that he ran a great risk of being sent to the
Tower and punished by the Star-Chamber for his presumption. He
paid the penalty in another way. He was denied the Court. The
Queen to whom he wrote ignored him. Says Dodd: "He was not only
cut off from all social intercourse of Court Life but made to feel the
pinch financially.” His plight became so desperate that, according
to Parker Woodward, even the Cecils urged their father Lord Burleigh,
to do something for him. The Queen remained adamant. Lady
Bacon and Anthony realised an estate at Marks Tey in Essex, and
turned over the proceeds to him, and later Anthony, always his
devoted friend, realised another estate to assist him in his financial
difficulties.. Essex tried to intervene with the Queen but fruitlessly.
"Spending much, earning nothing”, says Spedding, who never
suspected the royal relationship, or, if he did, left it severely alone.
The next year in January Francis conducted his first lawsuit
and was so successful that Burleigh congratulated him and asked for
details so that he might make a report ' ‘where it might do him most
good.” He could have signified none other than the Queen. This
would not have interested Elizabeth had he been a son of Sir Nicholas.
.Moreover, when he appeared in Court a number of learned Judges
paid him the compliment of attending the pleadings. His conduct
earned general applause, relates Spedding. Judges do not appear in
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Court for a Junior Counsel conducting his first lawsuit ordinarily.
The reason was that they knew who he really was.
The Queen, Dodd contends, actually approved of his Philanthropia or “Great Instauration’' and was well aware of his activities
in many directions, and especially of his clever Masques. In the
December and January Revels in 1595, where great eulogies were paid
to Elizabeth by Bacon, who was the moving spirit in the entire enter¬
tainment in a masque, it maj' be mentioned that it ended with A
Comedy of Errors, to which Spedding alludes as “which was Shakespeare^s Play as I suppose it was” , (for Spedding did not also connect
Bacon with Shakespeare) but the Play was produced for the law stu¬
dents as written by Francis Bacon! This is a problem which neither
Stratfordians nor Oxfordians have attempted to explain away! As a
result, however, of the Masque Francis was sent for to Court. True,
the Queen did not receive him, being otherwise engaged, but a
rapprochement was in being. A letter he wrote to Anthony Bacon at
this time intimates his real position: ' 'I receive so little thence (from
the Queen) where I deserve the best". Had he not surrendered his
birthright to placate her ?
In November 1595, however, things improved. Francis had
prepared and written specially for the Queen’s Accession Day, Nov¬
ember 17th, a Device or Playlet entitled The Device of the Indian
Prince. It was filled with flattering and adulatory references to
Elizabeth which Bacon knew so well how to pen and appeal to the van¬
ity of the Sovereign. It was sponsored by Essex and took place at York
House, the former home of Francis which he acquired again later.
On this auspicious occasion the Queen was reconciled to him in person,
and on that very day made over to him a reversion of the lease of
Twickenham Park, passed under her Privy Seal. It was a most val¬
uable concession from every point of view. He was forgiven!
From Twickenham Park to Richmond Palace Francis could cross
the river by boat or ferry at any time if the Queen desired to speak
with him. The question arises however as to why she specially per¬
mitted and encouraged this young man to be living and working on
her doorstep so to speak and why she maintained him throughout all
the years from the moment he discovered his true origin unless she
were his mother. There was nothing in their intercourse to indicate
that he was a mere protegd, but the very reverse, for Elizabeth's
contacts with him throughout the years reveal her as studiously
ignoring him in the public eye, and significantly passing him over
whenever it was a case of royal patronage such as the SolicitorGeneralship or the Attorney-generalship, or providing him with any
source of public revenue such as she gave to Sir Christopher Hatton
and other admirers. Publicly Francis was barred but privately she
educated him, sent him to France and other countries to broaden his
outlook, maintained him until her death—apart from the punishment
she inflicted on him in 1593—assisted him to become a prominent
figure in public life, and evidently held him in high regard. In a
word she played the part of a good fairy behind the scenes.
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Study the other side of the picture. From the time of his birth
Elizabeth, as indicated in a variety of ways, was always apprehensive
of the early scandal coming to light relating to the murder of Amy
Robsart and her responsibility in it, shortly preceding the birth of
Francis. Playing the role of safety she was forced to keep him
openly at arm’s length but behind the scenes assisted and encouraged
him up to a point through Burleigh. Looked at from her standpoint
she was compelled to keep him in the background and repress him
the more so as many knew or suspected that she was his mother. It
was indeed difficult—a horrible rdle she was called upon to perform—
to hold in check so brilliant and restless a genius, and although she
felt a mother’s love for her elder son she had perforce to conceal it
under a harsh exterior.
Fate compelled her to sacrifice her son's
birthright to the exigencies of her own situation.
The last recorded act of her favours to Francis is that on March
12th, 1600, she assisted him to purchase the reversion of Gorhambury
House, St. Albans, from Anthony Bacon. Needless to reiterate that
it was not done for a son of Sir Nicholas Bacon. Whether she left him
anything in her Will is not known for royal wills are not published,
but one final record may be mentioned. As she lay on her deathbed,
according to Lady Southwell’s circumstantial and minute account,
when asked whom she wished to succeed her, muttered, “I will have
no rascal's son in my seat but one worthy to be a king.” She could not
have referred to James of Scotland as one "worthy” for she had
demonstrated the utmost contempt for him on many occasions. On
the other hand she knew well enough that Francis would have adorned
her Throne.
One final allusion may be made. Dodd, in his second volume of
his Personal Life Story (which he has given me the privilege of reading
in manuscript form pending its publication), produces remarkable
evidence to prove that the mystery of Francis Bacon’s marriage in
1606, when he was 45 years of age, and his bride, Alice Barnham, a
schoolgirl scarcely fourteen, a marriage never consummated or
intended to be, was closely related to his royal birth and was part of an
unwritten arrangement with James, suspicious from the first of
Bacon’s existing claim to the Throne. The pact was that he should
marry someone of plebian origin and thus eradicate any possible
descendants from inheriting claims to the Throne. Why he selected
this young girl is fully disclosed in a most remarkable romance and
why, only after this marriage was he advanced to high office by the
King.(i)
The facts and circumstances presented, leaving aside the Cyphers
which, however, are of vital importance to any student free from
preconceived prejudices, present undoubted evidence of the royal
birth of Francis Bacon, to account for events otherwise inexplicable but
which had to be kept strictly sub rosa for the highest reasons of State.
(1) Mr. Alfred Dodd's second volume of The Personal Life of Francis Bacon,
it may interest readers to learn, will shortly be published by Messrs Rider & Co.
Ltd., 47 Princes Gate, London, S.W.7, It will be lavishly illustrated and
contains many facts hitherto unknown relating to the illustrious philosopher

WHO WROTE SHAKESPEARE?
A CONTROVERSY AND A CHALLENGE
Anonymous
This anonymous article has come into our hands, and we publish
it as received. It is followed by Mr. Edward D. Johnson's reply
who challenges the writer to a wager.—Editor.)
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ERTAIN pamphlets or booklets issued under the auspices of
the "Bacon Society" have been brought to my notice. The
whole tenor of these publications is an attempt to prove that
the whole of the plays of Shakespeare were not written by the man
whose name has stood as the author of these works for more than 300
years, but with equal emphasis to asseverate that these immortal ■
monuments of dramatic poetry were the actual composition of Francis
Bacon.
Let me say at once that I am not concerned in the least as to
whether Shakespeare, the man. was the author or not of England’s
greatest literary heritage. Suffice it to admit that the record of his
life is scanty in the extreme, in fact it is little more than a skeleton
list of dates. Even so, until he attained the age of 33, there are just
three bare facts in the record—his birth, his marriage and a mention
of his name in an official list of players. Such a biography permits of
very little dogmatism, one way or another.
Much emphasis is laid by the Bacon theorists on the high standard
of education displayed by the author in the matter of foreign lang¬
uages, the English law and the plots of the plays in general.
What is known of Shakespeare's education?
And apart from that question, whence do the large majority of
the plots come ? What are the actual geneses of the plays ? In answer
to these two questions, I now furnish a precis of eight plays which
were taken haphazard (actually a handful) from a shelf of the complete
Shakespeare in the Temple edition.
As You Like It:—Plot derived from a well-known novel by Thomas
Lodge.
King Richard III:—Life of this King by Sir T. More. There was an
earlier play and also other contemporary plays.
King John:—This is a recast of an older play entitled ‘ ‘ The Trouble¬
some Reigne of John. ”
Hamlet:—There was a previous English play on this subject.
Macbeth:—Previous plays and Holinshed’s Chronicle of England
and Scotland.
The Winter Tale:—From an earlier novel by R. Greene, M.A.
(Shakespeare was twitted by Ben Jonson for giving Bohemia a
seaboard, but that "bull" appears in the novel).
Much Ado About Nothing:—An Italian original but there were three
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Romeo and Juliet:—Derived from Italy early in the XVIth century,
later translated into French and in 1562 two separate transla¬
tions were made in English, one as a poem and the other as a
novel.
This chance selection forms quite a just sample of the plays as
a whole, and it is seen that there is no necessity to claim that the
writer of Shakespeare was a European linguist or possessed a very
high degree of erudition.
The working out of the cypher is quite ingenious but surely one
is not expected to take these mental gymnastics seriously. By such
means it would be feasible to work up a cypher from the pages of any
standard work and prove that it was the writing of some person other
than the author.
It is one thing to have a doubt as to the authorship of these great
writings, but to claim this Olympic position for a particular person
other than Shakespeare is a truly herculean task. Furthermore, the
main requisite to establish the claim of a substitute author is to prove
-that he was a poet, yet among all the arguments (trivial and otherwise)
put forward on behalf of Bacon no poetical work at any time in his
long life is suggested, nor is there any existent bearing Bacon's name.
It is stated that at Bacon’s death, 32, elegies were written by Fellows
and Scholars of the University acclaiming him as a supreme poet.
We are expected to infer these men were referring to the Shake¬
spearean plays. Yet out of this army of scholars not one of them had
the honesty or decency to establish'that they were the -work of the
beloved Bacon.
The preceding paragraph and the note on A Winter’s Tale deal
with much of the trivial argument in the Bacon Society books. One
other point should be mentioned before the main reply to these Bacon
theorists is furnished. Some play is made with the fact that when
Shakespeare finally retired to Stratford, he wrote no more plays or
poetical works. Bacon outlived Shakespeare by ten years and for
that period Bacon published nothing of note.
It smacks something of the comic to find a sober claim being
put forward that a man can have written very great poetry because
he was a lawyer, a philosopher and a public figure. Such attainments
may prove a sound general education but the average critic would be
surprised to find that such a one was a poet. In fact the whole tone
of tne arguments put forward on Bacon’s behalf is prosaic in the
extreme, such a tenor of thought has nothing to do with the subtle
art of poesy nor with the delicate mind of the poet.
A man can be trained to be a scientist, an architect, a doctor or
even an accountant—but a poet, no. It is most true of the poet that
he is bom not made. It is beyond my power to define the qualities of
a poet but luminous amongst them are, imagination, transcendant
thought, wizardry in the use of music and magic of words and above
all a divine afflatus which comes with the gift of genius.
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WHO WROTE SHAKESPEARE?
MY CHALLENGE: By Edward D. Johnson

The author of this article has not thought fit to put his name to
it so I will refer to him as 'X'.
We know very little about Will Shaksper’s life, but this is not
so surprising as the fact that there is no evidence that he was known
to his literary contemporaries as the author of the "Shakespeare”
Plays.
If anyone today should enter the portals of "The Authors” Club
in London to gather some information about George Bernard Shaw
—he would be very surprised if he was told that no member of this
Club had ever heard of Mr. Shaw—but not the Stratfordians, who see
nothing strange in the fact that there is no evidence that any one of
the brilliant band of authors of Shakespeare’s day had met, had any
conversation with, or heard of Will Shaksper as an author, and that
there is no record that any literary person attended Shaksper’s funeral
—offered any condolences to his family or took the slightest notice
that the greatest poet of all time had passed away.
‘X’ gives a precis of eight plays which he says were taken
haphazard from a shelf of "Shakespeare's” works. It is an amazing
coincidence that those eight plays should all happen to be plays which •
might conceivably have been written by someone who did not possess
a very high degree of erudition. ’X’ says that this chance selection
forms quite a. just sample of the plays as a whole. It does not. There
are 28 other plays and here is a selection which shows that the author
knew the French, Spanish and Italian languages intimately.
The Two Gentlemen of Verona:—Plot derived from “Diana in Love’
written by George de Montemayor in Spanish and not trans*
lated into English until 1598. This play was produced in
1585—the year Shaksper arrived in London. How could he
have learnt Spanish at Stratford ?
Love's Labour's Lost:—This play is French in manner and setting,
the characters bear French names and the play of verbal wit is
French. It is all about the court life at Navarre with a very
accurate description of French manners and customs and shows
clearly that the author must have been actually resident at
the French Court.
The Merchant of Venice:—Plot derived from "The Adventures of
Grannetto” by Florentino, of which there was no English
translation.
Titus Andronicus:—Played three years before Shaksper left Stratford
for London. It is full of Latin quotations and references to
old mythology and history, showing that the author knew all
the tragic legends of ancient Greece and Rome. How could
Shaksper have written this play at Stratford with no books to
consult on these subjects?
Tirnon of Athens:—Plot derived from Lucian, dialogue Timon or
Misanthropos, of which there was no English translation.
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Othello'.—Plot derived from Cinchio’s "Hecatomithi” in the original
Italian—no translation of this work into English before 1795.
Cymbeline:—Plot derived from Boccaccio's‘Decameron,’of which
there was no English translation before 1620.
All the authorities seem to agree that Will Shaksper left Strat¬
ford and came to London in the latter part of 1585 or the early part of
1586.
The Two Gentlemen of Verona was on the stage in 1585, when
Shaksper was still at Stratford, Hamlet was on the stage in 1586, the
same year that Shaksper came to London, and Titus Andronicus was
on the stage in 1584, two years before Shaksper came to London. This
means that these three plays, if Shaksper was the author, must have
been written by him when he was still at Stratford, but these plays,
which are saturated with book learning, clearly show that the author
must have been familiar with ancient and modem literature, an
accomplished linguist, a great wit, and a great poet, so it is impos¬
sible to understand how Will Shaksper, without any education and
possessing no knowledge of foreign languages, could have been the
author. We find that of the 36 plays which are found in the First
Folio of 1623, 17 had never been printed before 1623. If these 17 plays
had been written by Will Shaksper the question arises, where were the
manuscripts of these 17 plays between the death of Will Shaksper in
1616 and the year 1623 when they were first published ? They were
not in the possession of Shaksper at the time of his death because
Shaksper left no manuscripts, letters or books of any description—
if they had been his executors would no doubt have taken some steps
to publish them.
They must have been kept back from publication by the real
author until he decided to publish all his plays together in one vol¬
ume in 1623.
With regard to the cipher. I assume that ‘X’ is referring to the
cipher messages in “Don Adriana’s Letter.” ‘X’ says that by such
means it would be feasible to work up a cipher from the pages of any
standard work and prove that it was the writing of some person other
than the author. The Stratfordians always say this. I challenge ’X'
or anyone else to take 25 consecutive lines from any standard work
and show any name formed out of letters the same distance apart
from each other in the form of a pattern and if ‘X’ is successful I
will pay £50 to any charity he cares to name ? Failing to do so is he
agreeable to pay £5 to any charity I will name. That will prove his
genuineness.
The 32 elegies referred to by ‘X’ in the Manes Verulamiani,
prove conclusively that many scholars of the period regarded him as
the greatest poet of all time, but they were written by members of
The Society of the Rosy Cross who were all pledged to secrecy with
regard to Bacon’s works, and could not go beyond their vows.
I cannot follow ‘X’s’ statement that some play is made with the
fact that when Shaksper finally returned to Stratford, he wrote no
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more plays or poetical works. After Shaksper left London, the plays
continued to appear and after his death new '‘Shakespeare” plays
continued to be published as if nothing had happened, and a great
number of the old plays were considerably augmented, revised and
virtually re-written in exactly the same style as the original matter,
which shows that the author was still alive. ‘X’ says that Bacon
outlived Shaksper by ten years and for that period Bacon published
nothing of note. This is not true. In 1633, the same year that he
published all the "Shakespeare” Plays in Folio, he printed his great
work The Advancement of Learning, also The Holy War and other
books. In 1627 he published Historia Vitae et Mortis, Sylva Sylvarum
and The New Atlantis and in 1625 a third edition of his Essays and
his Apopthegms.
'X' seems to assume that the fact that Shakespeare was a genius
would provide him with all the knowledge required to write the
"Shakespeare” Plays, forgetting that genius does not provide any.
man with technical knowledge of every description. If 'X' happened
to read a book which showed an intimate laiowledge of stocks and
shares and ot the inner workings of a stock exchange, and he was then
told that the author of this book had never had any dealings with
stockbrokers—had no friend who was a broker who could have supplied
him with any information on the subject, but that everything in the
book was the result of his own imagination or genius, 'X' would no¬
doubt have some very caustic things to say about this.
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THE FRANCIS BACON SOCIETY
EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING AND ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
N June --!nd, at the Grosvenor Hotel, Victoria, London, S.W.i, members
of The Francis Bacon Society met on the occasion of an Extraordinary
General Meeting for the purpose of amending certain rules, and it was
followed by the Annual General Meeting to discuss the affairs of the Society
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